THE NEVERSTOP WAY
Neverstop
I will
Jammin on the one
It’s like life
You ease your way into it
You find your way along
A system develops
A cycle repeats
It gets exhausted
It changes
It evolves
The motion has it’s rhythm
Ever forward
Towards the end
Every action in its’ place
Always on the one
Feeling your way
Close your eyes
And it’s dark
Are you breathing
Yes you are
The atmosphere must be
friendly to you

Hear the sounds
As they happen
Try not to imagine
How they will be
Listen
Can you feel it

Verse chorus break verse chorus break away come down bridge explode

All things have their beginning
Introductions are infinite
Suffice it to say
At some point in time
We know each other
The words get said in their order
From the roots of the tree
To the end of the branch
Then it blossoms
Go ahead
Look twice
The second flower
While similar to the first
Is much more…
Brilliant
The experience gives us pause
It fills us with inertia
It gets us moving
Thoughtlessly
Effortlessly
The highs are higher
They last longer
And then it gets low
And it feels like forever
There is a voice
A message
A point
Between the flame
And the fire
Flowers whither
Fires burn out
All things have their end

A song song
A box wrapped in paper
Taped up and with a ribbon wrapped around it
From me to you
Is a present
What’s inside is just what’s inside
It’s called music, have you heard of it?
There is a natural order to the universe
Where i come from
We call it chaos
Space and time are intersecting planes
The present has it’s moment
it happens all at once
From beginning to end
Somewhere
Out there
Somehow
Someway
I can only imagine
It turns around
Back to the center
And all the way out
And all the way back
Forever
All ways
All of the time
And if you’re lucky
You can tap in to certain frequencies
You can feel the waves passing through each moment
Connecting
now
and forever

It’s all one song
Jokes get told
Over and over
The details change
The fine points of delivery adapt to fit the situation
Sometimes it works better
than others
We can only hope
To get the point across
And to get laughs at the end

For the record
All bets are off
What can you do
With what you have got

A living thing
Here we go
Out of control
Every step of the way

It’s better when you’re into it
When you act with a pure heart
You have nothing to fear
Dancing is a way of fine tuning the instrument
It gets you on the beat
It gets you in the flow
It generates energy
It strengthens the signal
It increases the rate of exchange
Raises the value of the currency
Amplifies the agency of the individual
Reinforces the bond between the elements
Expands the frequency range of the transmission
Compounds the force of the impact
Magnifies the scope of the influence
Intensifies the experience
And it looks cool

Repitition
There is no such
thing
As exactly the
same
Two times is not
twice
A hundred
A thousand
A million

It’s all one
Hold it down
When wrestling an alligator
It is important to understand that physical strength
Is not enough to carry the weight
Of the encounter
It is important to recognize the nature of the beast
You must take time to know your opponent
And try not to let it rip you to pieces
The best way to engage
Is to struggle until you find yourself in a steady position
And hold it down
Practice
It is an ignorant fascist that wants to smash the state
And celebrate victory
While the trouble behind remains
As the trouble ahead
The whole is more than the sum of its’ parts
But the parts are a big part of the whole
And as a wise man once said,
“you don’t get the chicken without you get the cluck”
Discipline
Nothing happens if you don’t
show up

One plus one
First the zero
and then
the one
We are always in between
Running the numbers
You and I
From ashes to ashes
Dot to dot

Dynamics pt.1
(for each of these imagine a knob on an amplifier where zero is one
and eleven is the other)
Size
Big or small
Mass
A little or a lot
Density
Thick or thin
Frequency
High or low
Volume
Loud or quiet
Weight
Heavy or light
Gravity
Strong or weak
Charge
Positive or
negative
Tempo
Fast or slow
Force
Strong or weak
Intensity
Aggressive or
passive

Synchronicity
On or off
Nature
Organic or
synthetic
Quality
True or false
Tone
Harsh or mellow
Structure
Loose or tight
Mood
Cold or hot
Dimension
Simple or complex
Taste
Sharp or dull
Flavor
Spicy or Basic
Chronology
Now or then
Propulsion
Hungry or satisfied

The rules
We all got our ways
It’s true
We don’t know what they are
Not all the time
That’s ok, we don’t have to
We just have to try to get better
Whatever that means
And when it’s my thing
Ask me

